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Classroom observations took place in the classrooms for theory lessons and there
were 22 students in English lesson and 25 in Psichology lesson.

The lessons started on time and several students were late in both classrooms due
to some other school obligations but they joined the lessons soon, without any
problems. Everybody was calm and prepared for the each lesson. They listened to
the teachers’ intructions carefully. They seemed interested into the topics and
motivated to do the given tasks.

The topic of the English lesson was Aptitude for learning foreign languages and of
the Psychology lesson Evaluation of the lessons throughout the school year and
review of the psychological terms and methods.



English language:

Introduction: vocabulary connected to APTITUDE – the students were asked to say what that word meant and what should

they do to learn something well.

The teacher wrote the words from their answers on the whiteboard.

One of the answers was motivation – ‘If you are motivated you can go on, further!’

Short classroom discussion: All the students agreed that motivation is really important for learning.

The Quiz: Test your aptitude for learning a foreign language (the students were supposed to do the quiz individually and

than score their answers to see at what level their aptitude is.

The conclusion: some students admitted they are not that good in learning languages but they don’t lack motivation.

My reflexions:

- The students listen, cooperate, answer the questions, do the tasks eagerly, discuss (some raise hands, and some are

picked by the teacher).

- The teacher speaks clearly and explains everything. Communication between her and the Ss is very good.



Psychology:

Introduction: the students were given the evaluation forms
to fill in. They were supposed to evaluate the lessons
during the whole school year.

Watching the video about brain power and time
organisation. Short clasroom discussion afterwards.

General review of the topics they learned during the school
year. The Ss were supposed to match the terms with the
methods and definitions given by the teacher. She put the
word cards on the whiteboards and they joined the correct
words and pictures.

The conclusion: the Ss did well so it seems they paid
attention during the whole year

My reflexions:

The Ss seemed very interested in the topic, they were actively
participating during the discussion and task completion. The
teacher’s review method with the whiteboard and the
flashcards was really interesting.



Teacher Simona and the students in action



Us, the project partners, in action

Teachers from Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Norway and Croatia



Thank you for your attention!

Katja Šimon


